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About This Game

ATTENTION: The game is made by one person, bugs and errors are possible!

Welcome to TUBWT, the place where all your memories will be resurrected, the place where every corner is your mind, the
place where everything you see is yourself.

 Can you get out of the long-forgotten fragments of memory? Can you accept reality again?
 Only you can find out the answer.
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 TUBWT is a first-person quest quest with an unexpected decoupling of the plot, where the player will have to unravel the "Exit
Code" with the help of logical thinking and intuition.

You have to find all the right pills, never make a mistake in the choice, to understand all the tips and determine the final
numerical combination.

It will be hard...
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This is quite possibly the worst puzzle game ever created. The clues mean exactly nothing. There is no reason or logic to any of
it. If you eat the wrong pill, you die and the game restarts. The best method is just to eat every pill you see, remember the ones
that kill you, restart the game, and only eat the pills that don't kill you. Do not buy this game.. I enjoyed some of the puzzles in
this game but the main objective is to eat specific pills and there seems to be no indication as to what pills you need to eat.
There are no clues, no hints, nothing. You eat the wrong pill and you die (and that will happen to you a lot unless you watch
someone else play the game). After a little while I got sick of picking the wrong pill and dying so I just watched others play the
game so I could stop restarting the entire game from the beginning.

If we had a neutral option I would definitely be selecting that for this game but since it's either "recommend" or "do not
recommend" I have to say I don't recommend it just because the entire game seems to be based on chance or luck and I don't
care for that at all. There doesn't seem to be any way to make an educated guess as to what pills to eat based off clues - it's just
pure luck. The ending tries to justify what you've just gone through but I don't think it does. I think it's a lousy explanation for
lack of good game design. I heard there was DLC coming for this game and honestly I hope that's true and I hope it expands
upon the main game because there is something here. I just don't like it in it's current form. Maybe you will feel differently.

I uploaded some videos to Youtube. Feel free to check those out and decide for yourselves whether or not this is something you
might like:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=1Asc6fdrJEw&list=PL08FwntTpxPAX7cTrBvfzWjIwwrZNU3Kx
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02.12 Minor Update:
The Update includes:

Head Bob Toggle is added (You can turn it off in General Settings of Main menu)

Invert Y Axis has been fixed

Other minor bug fixes

. Save 66% on Statues. Last 2 Days!:
Offer ends Monday at 10am Pacific Time.. 20% Discount on "Half Dead" this week:
We want to let you know about a "Half Dead" weeklong deal. Half Dead is our new multiplayer game where players survive on
a futuristic game show

http://store.steampowered.com/app/434730

Have a nice day!. 11.11 Update: French language, trading cards and other changes:
Hello, everyone!

 Here are some new changes: 

French language (You can change language in the Main menu: Settings -> General Settings ->Choose language)

Trading cards, bages, emotions

Rare text glitch fix

Changes to make the gameplay more intuitive

Minor bug fixes

Look forward for your suggestions!. Super Meat Shooter Dialtown: Phone Dating Sim Forget Me Not: My Organic Garden
Time Splatter Statues HALF DEAD 2 Major Update ver. 0.40: Multi-trap system and new rules:
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We encourage you to update the game to version 0.40 so there is no split of audience and everything work correctly in the game.
 
If you don't know how to update the game use link: https://support.steampowered.com/kb_article.php?ref=2037-QEUH-3335
 
UPDATE INCLUDES
 
New multi-trap system
- Traps will be combined in different ways and it will create interesting and difficult situations. The further you go up or down
the building the more difficult and challenging rooms you will face.
- Changed rules
- New modifications of some traps

Difficulties based on combined traps
- You can choose preferable difficulty based on combined traps in private coop
- You can choose damage multiplier in private coop
 
Revival
- You can revive your friends when you go to new floor or in some random rooms. This system will allow experienced players
revive newbies so everyone could play together to the end
- You can turn on or turn off revival in private coop
 
Pyramidal maps
- New pyramidal types of maps for coop game modes
- You can choose pyramidal maps as well as cubical maps in private coop game mode
 
Controller
- Steam Controller and other controllers issues resolved (You will have to assign your inputs again)
- All UI elements could be reached by controller
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Music
- In-game Background ambient music
- Main menu music volume slider in Audio Settings
- In-game music volume slider in Audio Settings
 
In-game events and messages
- Motivational message in the middle of a Screen when you go to a new floor
- Events in game are big and located in the upper center of the screen so you will not miss them
- You will see events about someone's revival, finding the exit to new floor or final exit
- Current count from 1 to max floor so you can see the progress
 
Other improvements and fixes
- Character Customization bug fixes (You will have to assign your clothes again after this Update)
- Map generation random improved
- In-game settings scrolling bug fix
- Mouse disappearing rare bug fix
- Rock column's physics improved
- Others
 
Language updates
- Traditional Chinese Language Added (Special thanks to Ordic Cai)
- Turkish Language Added (Special thanks to Ibrahim Çirkin)
- Ukrainian Language Added (Special thanks to DreamMaker)
- Greek Language Added (Special thanks to George Georgiou (George80s4ever))
- Polish Language Added (Special thanks to Tymoteusz Barański (tymotylis))
- Romanian Language Added (Special thanks to Codrin Rață)
- Spanish Language Fixes (Special thanks to CIFUGAMES, Xomega820)
- Russian Language Fixes
- Little fix of Czech, German, Swedish
 
If you would like to translate the game to Finish, Arabic or Bulgarian write to us on room710games@gmail.com. We will add
you in the Credits and give keys for you and your friends.
 
Thank you for your reviews and feedback! It means a lot to us!
 
Follow us on:
 
Website: http://www.halfdead2.com/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/HALFDEAD_2
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HALFDEAD2/
Discord: https://discord.gg/uHT7NBs

If you have first Half Dead, you will get extra 20% discount on HALF DEAD 2 by using "Complete bundle option":

https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/10244/HALF_DEAD_COMPLETE_BUNDLE/
. 02.11 Update: Difficulty levels, achievements and bug fixes.:
We've just released a new update today.

 Changes:

Difficulty levels(We didn't announce that they were added in previous Update)
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Achievements

Minor bug fixes

Trading cards will be available soon.

Look forward for your feedback!
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